Sensors

More than an inclinometer
Because simple (static) inclinometers measure correctly only in standstill,
they need to integrate other sensor elements and require some software
to compensate physical effects caused when they are moved.
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ensor fusion is a trend not limited to the automotive industry. Also other applications require combining different sensor elements, to process the measured values,
and to provide a calculated measurement. Tilt sensors in
mobile machines need to measure the inclination during
movements. Already a couple of years ago, first providers
compensated tipping and other dynamics. Sensortechnik
Wiedemann (STW) located in Germany, for example, introduced in 2011 the NGS1 device combining tilt, temperature, and gyroscope sensors (see CAN Newsletter 3-2011,
page 60/61). In the meantime, many other suppliers have
introduced similar products measuring inclinations correctly even under very harsh conditions.
Such dynamic inclinometers are based on MEMS
(micro electro-mechanical system) technologies and
deeply embedded micro-controllers processing the sensor values with highly manufacturer-specific algorithms.
The compensations lead to improved accuracy without
changes in the interface. Some devices also compensate
high and low temperatures. Therefore, they implement a
temperature sensor, too.
The implemented compensation algorithms are
manufacturer-specific and depend highly on the implement MEMS solutions. The AMU-GEO inclinometer jointly
developed by C.O.B.O (Italy) and TKE (Finland) compensates vibration and shock as well as centrifugal acceleration. This means the device measures single axis in
360 degrees. Especially, in load monitoring and collision
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detection functions of booms, the centrifugal acceleration is one of the main root causing measurement errors.
They need to be compensated. This is why additional sensor elements are integrated in inclinometer. This includes
accelerometers and gyroscopes.

Accelerometer and gyroscope
The accelerometer measures acceleration. They are well
known in the aircraft industry. A 3-axis component provides the orientation of the installation platform relative
to the surface of the earth. When the platform is moving,
things become more complicated. In free-fall, the platform
shows zero acceleration. If it is accelerating in a particular direction, that acceleration is simply be added to whatever acceleration is being provided by gravity, and you will
not be able to distinguish. A 3-axis accelerometer in an aircraft in a properly coordinated turn with a 60-degree angle
of bank, for instance, will show 2 g "vertical" gravity in the
aircraft, despite the fact that the aircraft is tilted 60 degrees
relative to the horizon. This means, accelerometers are not
sufficient to keep an aircraft in a particular orientation.
A gyro sensor measures rate of rotation around a
particular axis. If it is used to measure the rate of rotation
around the aircraft roll axis, it measures a non-zero value
as long as the aircraft is rolling, but indicates zero if the
roll stops. This means, a roll gyroscope in an aircraft in a
coordinated turn with a 60-degree bank measures a rate
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Figure 1: Several inclinometers integrate
accelerometers and gyroscopes, in order to
compensate movements including vibrations
and shocks (Photo: Posital)

of zero, same as an aircraft flies straight and level. You
can approximate the current roll angle by integrating the
roll rate over time, but you cannot do it without some error
creeping in. Just to make life more interesting, the gyroscope drifts with time, so additional error will accumulate
over a period of minutes or even seconds, and eventually,
you have an inaccurate idea of your current roll angle relative to the horizon. So, gyro-sensors alone cannot be used
to keep an aircraft in a particular orientation. So, in an
aircraft, you need both, in moving tilt sensor to measure
the inclination and to evaluate it correctly.

If there are only linear accelerations and mechanical
shocks to be compensated, it is sufficient to add a gyroscope. In applications such as ship platforms, working
platforms, or oilrigs, inclinometers combined with gyroscope can be used. FSG (Germany) offers, for example,
the PE-MEMS GS70 series with integrated gyroscope.
The IP68-rated device compensates mechanical shocks.
The redundant device gauges x-axis and y-axis angles in
a measuring range of ±60 degree. It achieves accuracies
between ±0,05 degree and ±0,3 degree for angle ranges
between ±60 degree. The sensors tolerate temperatures
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Sensors
Figure 2: Tilt measurements on a moving excavator with
and without compensation (Photo: Posital)
between -40 °C and +70 °C and meet technical safety
requirements according to the IEC 61508 (SIL 2) and
EN 13849 (PLd) standards. The sensor device provides a
CAN interface and runs the CANopen or CANopen safety
protocol. Sensors with functional safety features satisfy an
increasing demand on mobile machinery compliant to the
European machine directive.

CANopen and J1939
Inclinometers for dynamic measurements are available
with CANopen and J1939 support. Most of the offered
CANopen inclinometers comply with the CiA 410 profile.
It was first introduced in the year of 2000. In those days,
there was no compensation implemented. There is no big
need for further expansions in the profile. The last bigger
change was the introduction of CANopen Safety parameters.
Nevertheless, in some applications, it would be nice
to have the raw values from the integrated accelerometer
and gyro-sensors. In particular, if individual sensor elements are used, this could be an option. Also a third axis is
on the wish list. Some users like to switch-on and switchoff compensation. This is also a missing feature in the CiA

410 profile. From a system designers’ point-of-view, parameters defining the measurement accuracy would be great,
as defined in CiA 406, the CANopen profile for rotary and
linear encoders. This would enable the use of an EDS as
a master datasheet. Further detail is, that certain compensations may have specific flags in the upper word of device
type in order to help run-time consistency monitoring of
the devices. Based on experience of TKE and C.O.B.O.,
at least two flags are needed: for vibrations/shocks and for
centrifugal acceleration.
Another supplier of CiA 410-compliant dynamic inclinometers is Posital. Its Tiltix inclinometer uses software
algorithms to compensate dynamically accelerations. The
IP69K-rated product is based on MEMS accelerometers
that rely on monitoring the effect of gravity on a tiny mass
suspended in an elastic support structure. To compensate
measurement errors due to rapid motions, electromechanical gyroscopes have been implemented, too. The inclinometer has a measurement range of ±180° in two axes.
Other features include 0,01-degree resolution, 0,3-degree
accuracy (0,5 degree during movements), -40 °C to +85
°C temperature, and up to 100-g shock resistance. The
device can be mounted horizontally or vertically.
In order to have all the internal additional data available, STW implemented the CiA 404 multi-channel measurement device profile in its NGS2 inclinometer featuring
gyroscope functionality. Introduced end of last, beginning
of this year, the three-axis device achieves a resolution of
0,25 degree. Unfortunately, the channel assignment to the
measured data is not standardized. This decreases the
interoperability with other products. Nevertheless, it is in
some applications a benefit to have some sensor internal
data available for evaluation purposes.
The inclinometer with J1939 connectivity uses normally proprietary PGNs (parameter group number). Axiomatic offers its IP67-rated 3-axis inclinometer with integrated
gyroscope and accelerometer with a CAN interface and
a J1939 protocol stack. It transmits angular and angular
rate data. The default configuration can be changed using
the company’s PC-based Electronic Assistant software.

Figure 3: Chock (left) and (vibration) have huge impact on tilt measurements; the green line shows how well the
compensation in the AMU-GEO works (Photo: TKE)
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The sensor measures pitch
and roll inclination angles
in a ±180-degree orientation range. The integrated
gyroscope compensates
the pitch angle to minimize
the influence of dynamic
linear accelerations. The Figure 4: The Gravitygyro
unit also outputs gravity sensor can queue up to 12
angle and accelerations in CAN messages and is like
three orthogonal directions others a drop-in upgrade for
as well as an angular rate legacy (static) inclinometers
of rotation around the pitch (Photo: Signalquest)
angle.
The angles are measured by a set of MEMS sensors,
which senses acceleration caused by the gravity force in
three orthogonal directions. The output signals from the
MEMS sensors are normalized and processed by the
embedded Cortex-M3 micro-controller.
Another supplier of J1939-connectable dynamic inclinometers is Prova Systems. Its Vehicle Inertia Monitor
(VIM) is a tilt sensor with a dual-mode vibration analyzer
for heavy-duty vehicle prognostics and performance monitoring. The vibration mode helps maintenance engineers
recording equipment performance over time to characterize normal operating metrics. It captures and highlights
changes in vibration through use of high-resolution subHz analysis via multi-rate signal processing. The inclinometer incorporates the vehicle kinematic model and Kalman

filtering for real-time attitude estimates. Gyroscope and
accelerometer data is fused via Kalman filtering. The sensor compensates for vehicle frame longitudinal and lateral
accelerations as well as gyroscope precession compensation supports vehicle maneuvers on inclined surfaces.
Signalquest is another inclinometer provider supporting CANopen and J1939 connectivity. Its SQ-GIX-0200
Gravitygyro sensor is designed to replace static inclinometers. It handles like the above-mentioned competing products by itself all the complexity of multi-axis inertial calibrations, quaternion angles, Kalman filters, and dynamic
adaptive sensor fusion. This is completely transparent to
the user.
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